DON’T FORGET MODULE VI
ONLINE LEARNING OPPORTUNITIES
CLASSES START JUNE 6, 2011

- BMG-333: SMALL BUSINESS MANAGEMENT – Mr. Richard Frederick
- BEC-213: PRINCIPLES OF MICROECONOMICS – Dr. Sujata Sinha
- BMK-230: PRINCIPLES OF MARKETING – Dr. Nellie Smith
- BEC-230: GENERAL ECONOMICS – Mr. Richard Frederick
- ENG-233: INTRODUCTION TO LITERATURE – Ms. Mary Dilworth
- ENG-134: COMPOSITION I – Ms. Jacqueline Slater
- ENG-136: COMPOSITION II – Mr. Basil Chisholm
- MAT-132: COLLEGE ALGEBRA – Dr. Wu Pan
- SOS-335: SOCIAL SCIENCE RESEARCH METHODS – Dr. Gemma Beckley